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‘What does it mean to be a media
practitioner in the digital age?’

‘What does it mean to be a media
academic in the digital age?’

“What does it mean to be a university
in the digital age”

In terms of our practice maybe, but in terms
of our structures and modes of production
are we postdigital yet?

Are we even digital?

‘This seminar feels a bit like sitting with a
group of record industry executives in
1999.’

h"p://www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/publica7ons/edgelessuniversity.pdf



Disrup7on	  and	  re-‐territorialisa7on. £27,000*

*plus	  a	  lot	  more

My mum is on Facebook

‘Culture has embraced the open’

‘The Open Shift?’

Open Education

Making academic content available in Open and accessible
ways

Impacting and involving a much broader range of
participants in educational communities



Open Media

Open Media is the term we use to capture a series of
interconnected principles that informs much of the work of
our department.

Open Media Collaborative and Open

Positive and innovative engagements with new media
technologies and new media and cultural forms and
relationships,  this is ‘open’ in the sense that it  adopts a
collaborative ethos and makes use of  ‘freemium’ and
‘prosumption’ models of media and cultural practice;

Open Media Sustainable

Sustainable Professional Practice – building independent
(staff and student) professional profiles through newly
emerging media practices and relationships; engaging from
the outset with new communities of scholarship and
practice.

Open Media Actively Engaged

Engagement -  the active participation of staff and students
in live and transformative projects and with diverse
communities of interest, be they professional, academic,
cultural, or social. These activities open the university, by
linking the delivery of content in traditional formats with
projects that have a positive impact on the lives of those
inside and  outside its walls. Students and their work as very
much a part of our culture

Open Media Globally transparent

Globally Visible Media & Communication - using emerging
media practices and networks to multiply and leverage the
scope, scale and impact of our (staff and student) work.
Engaging in work that is simultaneously local and global in
scope and ensuring that this good work is accessible and
visible at the same level



Open Media Open Pedagogies

Open Pedagogies – teaching and learning which is
collaborative,  media-enabled and expanded – i.e. this
approach begins by conceiving of the Department as our
own community of learning,  it makes use of innovative and
collaborative learning styles, as well as the contributions of
and dialogue with leading scholars and professionals across
the globe, evaluates and uses libre material and crowd-
sourced knowledge and encourages the strategic and
reflective use of new technologies to develop extended
communities of learning;

Open Media
Learning 

Evolution toward openness

My	  First	  Day	  at	  School

Over	  1500	  comments	  to	  date



But its really engagement that we want



www.picbod.covmedia.co.uk	  

In research practice- Open Media Group

Green Open Access Mandate for the Department

Other research projects include:
•Living Books About Life
•The Liquid Reader
•Liquid Theory TV
•Open Digital Archiving Projects

Future Projects?



Summary

• Evolution not revolution
• Student work as a form of cultural production- encouraging ‘real’,

engaged and pragmatic critique
• Move from pure content to content-informed-networks - developing

confidence
• Expertise is everywhere- developing new modes of academic

scholarship and authorship
• Creating Sustainable Practice and Communities
• Share and share-alike, comment and comment-alike
• Move from knowledge as objects to knowledge as interconnected

things in a process of becoming – opening up processes
• We produce our own things, but also participate in Collaborative

Authorship – quid pro quo
• The cost of free
• Creating narratives out of digital chaos- us as curators of this mass of

information, networks and canons
• Postdigital Education- Futures?

£27,000*

*plus	  a	  bit	  more
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Thanks

• The global ‘shift?’ in media based forms of production and consumption (public
2.0, Humanity 2.0 ) means that we have to address fundamental assertions in
what knowledge in media/at what point do we address the debate is. Do we live
in a new world?

• Legacies of the old models Move from Mass Media Individualised authorship to
Transmedia Participation)

• The integrated spectacle and our students immersed position within it
• Collaborative Creative Authoriship
• Content industries in a crisis of reterritorialisation (so are we)
• The crisis in neoliberalism is a crisis of time and precarious labour? (Mark Fisher)

• Dividuality (us as part of bigger informational flows/memes)

• Move to action-based forms of knowledge production (the failure of media
academic critique at effect)
• It is easy to critque and question others, part of what we should do is question, critique and

change the conditions of our own production and structures

• The closing down of education to the market
• Informational Inequalities and class inequalities are rife within the communication

industries- the need for differing strategies (networks are key)
• Tim Wu – our current war is that of the control of information
• We need to challenge these new modes of informational flow and critique the

new informational environment as part of media (and help to generate new true
ones)

• Lack of diversity in modes of participation in Higher Ed UK

A practical student manifesto for Open Media

Collaboration and Community- Media Production as a Collaborative form and involves the sharing of
talents and information. You will strive to use your talents and access for the benefits of others.

Originality- We will not copy what we see and will strive to challenge ourselves creatively, academically
and technically in all that we do

Seeking- Seek out what you would normally avoid. Make yourself uncomfortable and push your own
limits in what you experience

Success- “Success is 99% Failure” Media Production is not an exact science: it is artful and complex. It
is mostly made up of failures and a succession of small victories. Failure is productive. We will support
you in learning failure

Reality- We aim to deal with truth and, in as much as it can be imagined, reality. We deal with real things,
respect real people and reject the freak shows, hype and cults that inundate our psychological
environment.

Pragmatic critique- aiming to produce work, and an environment, which encourages a practical and
productive form of critique. Challenging powers in information by opening them up in real, creative,
artistic and ethical ways. Practicing what we preach.




